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Fig. 1. VisemeNet is a deep-learning approach that uses a 3-stage LSTM network, to predict compact animator-centric viseme curves with proper co-articulation,
and speech style parameters, directly from speech audio in near real-time (120ms lag).
We present a novel deep-learning based approach to producing animator-
centric speech motion curves that drive a JALI or standard FACS-based pro-
duction face-rig, directly from input audio. Our three-stage Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) network architecture is motivated by psycho-linguistic
insights: segmenting speech audio into a stream of phonetic-groups is suf-
ficient for viseme construction; speech styles like mumbling or shouting
are strongly co-related to the motion of facial landmarks; and animator
style is encoded in viseme motion curve profiles. Our contribution is an
automatic real-time lip-synchronization from audio solution that integrates
seamlessly into existing animation pipelines. We evaluate our results by:
cross-validation to ground-truth data; animator critique and edits; visual
comparison to recent deep-learning lip-synchronization solutions; and show-
ing our approach to be resilient to diversity in speaker and language.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Animation; Machine
learning algorithms;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: facial animation, neural networks
1 INTRODUCTION
The importance of realistic computer generated human faces cannot
be understated. A diverse set of applications ranging from entertain-
ment (movies and games), medicine (facial therapy and prosthetics)
and education (language/speech training and cyber-assistants) are
all empowered by the ability to realistically model, simulate and ani-
mate human faces. Imperfect emulation of even subtle facial nuance
can plunge an animated character into the Uncanny Valley, where
the audience loses trust and empathy with the character. Paradox-
ically, the greater the rendered realism of the character, the less
tolerant we are of flaws in its animation [MacDorman et al. 2009].
The expressive animation of speech, unsurprisingly, is a critical
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component of facial animation that has been the subject of research
for almost half-a-century [Bailly et al. 2012].
Typically, keyframing or performance capture are used for high-
end commercial animation. Keyframing by professional animators
is both expressive and editable, but laborious and prohibitively
expensive in time and effort. Performance capture solutions are
the opposite; recording a vocal performance is relatively easy, but
hard to further edit or refine, and voice actors often have visually
inexpressive faces.
Recent approaches however, have shown that there is enough
detail in the audio signal itself to produce realistic speech anima-
tion. JALI [Edwards et al. 2016] presented a FACS [Ekman and
Friesen 1978] and psycho-linguistically inspired face-rig capable of
animating a range of speech styles, and an animator-centric proce-
dural lip-synchronization solution using an audio performance and
speech transcript as input. Following JALI, a number of conncurrent
approaches have successfully shown the use of deep learning to
capture a mapping between input audio and an animated face [Kar-
ras et al. 2017; Suwajanakorn et al. 2017; Taylor et al. 2017]. These
approaches however, produce results that, unlike JALI, do not inte-
grate well into a typical animator workflow. This paper addresses the
problem of producing animator-centric speech animation directly
from input audio.
Arguably, existing deep learning based solutions can be used to
first generate a text transcript [Graves and Jaitly 2014] from audio
input, and then align it with the audio [McAuliffe et al. 2017], re-
sulting in the input required by JALI. As shown in the evaluation
(Section 6), dissecting the problem into these three independent
modules is error prone, and further any solution involving a speech
transcript becomes strongly language and lexicon specific. In con-
trast, Karras et al. [Karras et al. 2017] show that an audio signal has
the potential to predict an animated face, agnostic of language.
ACM Transactions on Graphics (to appear)
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Our approach is inspired by the following psycho-linguistic ob-
servations:
- While classification of a precise phonetic stream from audio can be
difficult due to categorical perception [Fugate 2013], and its depen-
dence on cultural and linguistic context, our problem of predicting a
stream of phoneme-groups is simpler. Aurally individual phonemes
within a phoneme-group are often hard to distinguish (eg. pa and
ba) [Liberman et al. 1957], but unnecessary for speech animation as
they map to near identical visemes [Fisher 1968].
- The Jaw and Lip parameters in the JALI model that capture speech
style as a combination of the contribution of the tongue-jaw and
face-muscles to the produced speech, are visually manifested by the
motion of facial landmarks on the nose, jaw and lips.
- The profile of speech motion curves (attributes like onset, apex,
sustain and decay) capture speaker or animator style in profession-
ally keyframed animation. Learning these curves from training data
allow us to encode aspects of animator or speaker style.
We thus propose a three-stage network architecture: one that
learns to predict a sequence of phoneme-groups from audio; another
that learns to predict the geometric location of important facial
landmarks from audio; and a final stage that learns to use phoneme-
groups and facial landmarks to produce JA-LI parameter values and
sparse speech motion curves, that animate the face.
The contribution of this paper is thus a deep-learning based ar-
chitecture to produce state-of-the-art animator-centric speech ani-
mation directly from an audio signal in near real-time (120ms lag).
Our evaluation is fivefold: we evaluate our results quantitatively
by cross-validation to ground-truth data; we also provide a quali-
tative critique of our results by a professional animator; as well as
the ability to further edit and refine the animated output; we also
show our results to be comparable with recent non-animator-centric
audio to lip-synchronization solutions; finally we show that with
speech training data that is reasonably diverse in speaker, gender
and language, our architecture can provide a truly language agnostic
solution to speech animation from audio.
2 RELATED WORK
The large body of research on audiovisual speech animation [Bailly
et al. 2012] can be broadly classified into procedural, performance-
capture, data-driven, and more specifically the very recent deep-
learning based techniques. We focus on techniques based on deep-
learning, that are of greatest relevance to our research, after a brief
overview of the other three approaches (refering the reader to [Ed-
wards et al. 2016] for a more detailed review).
Procedural. Procedural speech animation segments speech into
a sequence of phonemes, which are then mapped by rules to visemes.
A viseme or visible phoneme [Fisher 1968] refers to the shape of the
mouth at the apex of a given phoneme (see Figure 2). The three prob-
lems that a procedural approach must solve are: mapping a given
phoneme to a viseme (in general a many-many mapping based on
the spoken context [Taylor et al. 2012]); co-articulation, or the over-
lap in time between successive visemes, resulting from the fluid and
energy efficient nature of human speech, often addressed using Co-
hen and Massaro’s [1993] seminal dominance model; viseme profile,
or the curve shape that defines the attack, apex, sustain and decay
of a viseme over time [Bailly 1997] . JALI [Edwards et al. 2016] de-
fines the state of the art in procedural speech animation, producing
compact animator-friendly motion curves that correspond directly
to the input phonetic stream.
Performance-capture. Performance-capture based speech anima-
tion transfers motion data captured from a human performer onto
a digital face [Williams 1990]. Performance capture has become in-
creasingly powerful and mainstream with the widespread adoption
of cameras, depth sensors, and reconstruction techniques, that can
produce a 3D face model from a single image [Hu et al. 2017]. Real-
time performance-based facial animation research [Li et al. 2013;
Weise et al. 2011] and products like Faceware (faceware.com), are able
to create high quality general facial animation, including speech,
and can be further complemented by speech analysis [Weise et al.
2011]. The disadvantage of performance capture is that is visually
limited by the actor’s performance and is difficult for an animator
to edit or refine.
Data-driven. These approaches smoothly stitch pieces of facial
animation data from a large corpus, to match an input speech track
[Bregler et al. 1997], using morphable [Ezzat et al. 2002], hidden
Markov [Wang et al. 2012], and active appearance models (aam)
[Anderson et al. 2013; Taylor et al. 2012]. These data-driven methods
tend to be limited in scope to the data available, and the output, like
performance-capture, is not animator-centric.
Deep learning-based speech animation. Recent research has shown
the potential of deep learning to provide a compelling solution to
automatic lip-synchronization simply using an audio signal with a
text transcript [Taylor et al. 2017], or even without it [Karras et al.
2017].
Taylor et al.’s approach [2017] requires an input text transcript,
which even if automated [Graves and Jaitly 2014], introduces more
complexity and language dependence than we believe is necessary
for animating speech. The predicted output is an 8-dimensional
face-space, that is then re-targeted to any animation rig. While the
rig can be post-edited by an animator, there is no compact mapping
from audio to animator-centric viseme curves or facial action units.
As a result while it is possible to overlay the speech output with
expression, it is harder to edit or refine the animation of the spoken
content or its style. In contrast, our network is trained to map audio
to viseme animation curves, which are both sparse (i.e., very few
viseme controls are active at a time, have non-zero value only for
short periods), and are low-dimensional (the number of visemes
is small). Our viseme curves are more directly related to speech,
compared to the viseme-agnostic mouth pose parameterization used
in [Taylor et al. 2017].
Karras et al.’s approach [2017] removes any dependence on a
phonetic transcript, but is designed to directly output the vertex
positions of a 3Dmesh.While they produce impressive results from a
small training set, their output is not well suited to current animation
practice. Arguably, vertex positions or facial landmarks could be
re-targeted to any facial animation rig [Ribera et al. 2017], yet the re-
targeted result is not animator-centric. In addition, breaking the rig
prediction into separate steps is problematic for a number of reasons.
First, face rigs have lots of redundancy, thus a per frame best fit to
rig space can have temporal discontinuities. Second, rig animation
curves are often correlated. Independent editing or sparsification of
ACM Transactions on Graphics (to appear)
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Fig. 2. List of visemes along with groups of phonemes (in International
Phonetic Alphabet format) and corresponding lower face rig outputs that
our architecture produces.
these curves can break perceptual constraints (e.g., a closed mouth
on bilabial sounds). Third, accumulated errors in vertex positions
can be exacerbated after subsequent fitting steps. In contrast, our
method does not break rig prediction into separate, independently
optimized steps. Our whole network with all its stages is trained as
a single pipeline optimized to minimize animation error.
Suwajanakorn et al. [2017] present a deep network to synthesize
an output video of Barack Obama, combining an input audio and
target video of him speaking. While their problem statement is quite
different from ours, we are encouraged by their successful use of a
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network for lip-synchronization,
and adopt it for the stages of our overall network.
From a technical point of view, our proposed network architecture
differs from the above deep learning approaches in several key
design aspects. It employs a three-stage network architecture to (a)
segment speech audio into streams of phonetic groups related to
viseme construction, (b) predict facial landmarks capturing speech
style cues, (c) then uses the extracted phoneme groups, landmarks
and audio features to produce viseme motion curves. All stages
are necessary to achieve high performance, as discussed in our
experiments section (Section 6). Furthermore, we combine different
sources of audiovisual data for training. Our training data include
audio clips with ground-truth phonemes, video clips with tracked
landmarks, and 3D facial animations with ground-truth visemes.
All stages are jointly trained using multi-task learning to minimize
errors in the prediction of phoneme groups, landmarks, visemes,
co-articulation, and speech style parameters.
3 ALGORITHM DESIGN
Our approach is designed to achieve high-quality, animator-editable,
style-aware, language agnostic, real-time speech animation from
audio.
Following the current animation practice of FACS-like face rigs,
and state-of-the-art animator-centric speech [Edwards et al. 2016],
our network uses an input audio signal to predict a sparse and com-
pact set of viseme values (see Figure 2), and jaw and lip parameters,
over time. Our neural network architecture (see Figure 3) is designed
to exploit psycho-linguistic insights and make the most effective
use of our training data.
Phoneme group prediction. A large part of our network, the
“phoneme group stage” in Figure 3 (top left box), is dedicated to map
audio to phonemes groups corresponding to visemes. For example,
the two labio-dental phonemes /f and v/ form a group that maps
to a single, near-identical viseme [Edwards et al. 2016], where the
lower lip is pressed against the upper teeth in Figure 2 (last row,
right). We identified 20 such visual groups of phonemes expressed
in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in Figure 2. Our net-
work is trained to recognize these phoneme groups from audio
without any text or phonetic transcript. By predicting only phonetic
groups relevant to animation, our task is simpler and less sensitive
to linguistic context. The network can also be trained with less
data than most speech processing pipelines. As demonstrated in the
evaluation (Section 6), using off-the-shelf audio-to-text techniques
to extract individual phonemes that subsequently predict visemes,
leads to lower performance than our architecture.
Speech style prediction. Phoneme groups alone have no infor-
mation of vocal delivery and cannot predict visemes, specially for
expressive emotional speech. The same phoneme /æ/ (see Figure
1b) might be pronounced conversationally, or screamed. These style
attributes of the audio performance can be captured using jaw and
lip parameters [Edwards et al. 2016]. These parameters are also
strongly correlated to the (2D frontal) jaw and lip landmarks in a
visual capture of the vocal performance. The “landmark stage” of
our network in Figure 3 (bottom-left box) is designed to predict a
set of jaw and lip landmark positions over time given input audio.
Viseme prediction. The last part of our network, the “viseme
stage” in Figure 3(right-box), combines the intermediate predictions
of phoneme groups, jaw and lip parameters, as well as the audio
signal itself to produce visemes. By training our architecture on
a combination of data sources containing audio, 2D video, and
3D animation of human speech, we are able to predict visemes
accurately. We represent visemes based on the JALI model [Edwards
et al. 2016], comprising a set of intensity values for 20 visemes and
9 co-articulation rules, and JAW and LIP parameters that capture
speaking styles. The viseme and co-articulation values over time
can animate standard FACS-based production rigs, with the JA-LI
parameters for a rig adding control over speech style. Notably, these
are precisely the controls professional animators keyframe, and are
thus directly amenable to editing and refinement.
Transfer learning from audiovisual datasets. We need reliable
sources of diverse training data with compelling variation in terms
of different speakers, speech styles, and emotional content, to train a
network that generalizes well. One potential source of training data
ACM Transactions on Graphics (to appear)
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Fig. 3. Our architecture processes an audio signal (left) to predict JALI-based viseme representations: viseme and co-articulation control activations (top
right), viseme and co-articulation rig parameters (middle right), and 2D JALI viseme field parameters (bottom right). Viseme prediction is performed in three
LSTM-based stages: the input audio is first processed through the phoneme group stage (top left) and landmark stage (bottom left), then the predicted
phoneme group and landmark representations along with audio features are processed through the viseme stage.
would be audio clips with corresponding streams of 3D facial rig
parameters. Such a large coherent dataset with enough variability
is not easily available, and would be too expensive to create with
professional animators. On the other hand, there is a wealth of pub-
licly available audiovisual corpora (2D audio+video+text transcript
clips), such as BIWI [Fanelli et al. 2010], SAVEE [Haq and Jackson
2009], and GRID [Cooke et al. 2006]. Although these corpora do not
contain any facial rig parameters, they are nonetheless valuable, in
the context of our network architecture:
- The faces in the video clips can be accurately detected and an-
notated with landmarks through modern computer vision. The ex-
tracted facial landmarks corresponding to the speech audio are then
useful to train the landmark stage of our network.
- The text transcripts can be automatically aligned with the audio
clip [McAuliffe et al. 2017], to provide training phonemes for the
phoneme group stage of our network.
To make use of the large amounts of data in these audiovisual
datasets, we employ a transfer learning procedure to train our net-
work. We first “pre-train” the phoneme group and landmark stages
of our network based on training phoneme groups and landmarks
extracted from the above audiovisual datasets. We then initialize
these two stages according to their pre-trained parameters, and then
jointly train the whole network. To perform this joint training, we
still need a dataset of audio clips with associated streams of facial
rig parameters. Mapping phoneme groups and facial landmarks
to visemes however, is significantly easier than mapping general
speech audio to phonemes and landmarks. Further, the phoneme
groups are strongly correlated to visemes, while the landmarks are
strongly correlated to jaw and lip parameters. Thus, to train the
viseme stage, a much smaller dataset of example 3D animations
with face rig parameters is required for sufficient generalization.
We empirically observed that using our transfer learning procedure
results in a better generalization performance than simply train-
ing the entire network on a small dataset of audio clips with rig
parameters. We also found that adapting a Multi-Task Learning
(MTL) procedure to train the network simultaneously according to
multiple objectives involving phoneme group, landmark, viseme
and other rig parameter prediction was also important to achieve
high performance.
Memory-enabled networks. We adapt a memory-enabled neural
network architecture based on Long Short-Term Memory units
(LSTMs) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Olah 2015] for all
stages of our network. We believe that memory-based networks are
important to correctly capture co-articulation and speech context
from input audio, which even for a human listener, is challenging
from isolated audio fragments. Memory-enabled networks explicitly
store and represent a large amount of context in the input signal
that is useful to reliably infer the spoken context. Finally, another
advantage of our architecture is that it can predict viseme motion
curves in near real-time (120ms or 12 frame lag), given the input
audio on modern GPUs. In the following sections, we discuss the
network architecture and training procedure in more detail.
4 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Our network architecture takes an audio signal as input and out-
puts viseme representations based on JALI. As discussed in the
previous section and shown in Figure 3, our network has a three
stage-architecture: the input audio is first processed through the
phoneme group and landmark stages, then the predicted phoneme
group and landmark representations along with audio features are
processed through the viseme prediction stage. All branches are
based on a combination of memory-based LSTM units, which en-
code context in the input signal, and fully connected layers, which
decode the memory of the units into time-varying predictions. Be-
low we discuss our input audio representation and the three stages
of our network in more detail.
Input audio representation. Given an audio signal as input, we
extract a feature vector for each frame encoding various power
ACM Transactions on Graphics (to appear)
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spectrum and audio frequency signal characteristics. Our feature
vector concatenates 13Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
[Davis andMermelstein 1980] that have been widely used for speech
recognition, 26 raw Mel Filter Bank (MFB) features that have been
shown to be particularly useful for emotion discrimination in audio
[Busso et al. 2007], and finally 26 Spectral Subband Centroid features
that often result in better speech recognition accuracy when they
are used in conjuction with MFCCs [Paliwal 1998]. The resulting
65-dimensional feature vector is passed as input to all three stages
of our network for further processing. The features are extracted
every 10 ms, or in other words feature extraction is performed at a
100 FPS rate. The frequency analysis is performed within windows
of size 25 ms in the input audio.
Phoneme group stage. The phoneme group stage takes as input
the audio features concatenated from 12 frames before the current
frame, and also the audio features of the current frame plus 11
frames after the current one. This means that given real-time audio
inputs, the network will infer visemes with a lag of 120 ms, plus
the required time to extract audio features and perform viseme
inference given the audio features per frame (feature extraction
and network inference take 1 ms per frame measured on a TitanX
GPU, allowing real-time inference with the abovementioned lag).
The concatenation produces a 1560-dimensional sharfeature vector
xt per frame t ( 65 features x 24 frames) covering audio signal
information in a window of 240ms . The rationale behind using this
window is that it approximately matches the average duration of a
phoneme in normal speech. We also found that that such window
size represented a good trade-off between fast processing time and
high phoneme group prediction accuracy.
The feature vector xt passes through three layers of unidirectional
LSTM units that hierarchically update their internal memory state
(encoded with a 256-dimensional vector in our implementation)
based on the input information in the audio features. We found that
at least three layers (i.e., a deep network) were necessary to achieve
sufficient generalization. The LSTM units can choose to either store
in their memory cells representations of the incoming features, or
alternatively erase representations from their memory cells. The
choices of erasing or storing, as well as the transformations of the
input features are controlled through non-linear functions (sigmoid
and hyperbolic tangent functions) with learnable parameters (for
their exact form, we refer to the popular tutorial [Olah 2015] and
[Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997]).
At each frame, the memory state of the last LSTM layer is decoded
towards probabilistic predictions of phoneme groups. The decoding
is performed through two non-linear transformations. The first
transformation involves a fully connected layer that takes as input
the representation of the uppermost LSTM layer, applies a linear
transformation on it to produce a 256-dimensional output, which
is further processed through the commonly used REctified Linear
Unit (RELU) non-linearity. The second layer takes the resulting
vector, applies another linear transformation on it producing a 20-
dimensional vector zt , which is then passed through a softmax
function to output a per-frame probability for each phoneme group
listed in Figure 2.
Overall, this network stage can be seen as a non-linear function
f that considers audio features up to the current frame x1:t (by
exploiting the LSTM recurrent connections) to output phoneme
Ah
M
Eh
ground-truth
landmarks
predicted
landmarks
ground-truth &
predicted landmarks
predicted
face rig
Fig. 4. Landmark output predictions for a few test frames. The spoken
phoneme is shown on the top left. The first column shows ground-truth
landmarks. The second column shows landmark predictions from the land-
mark stage of our network for the same frames. In the third column the
predictions are overlaid on the ground-truth to show differences. The last
column shows the corresponding predicted rig outputs.
group probabilities: P(Ct = c) = f (x1:t ,θ ,ϕ) where Ct is a discrete
random variable whose possible values c are our phoneme groups,
θ are the LSTM parameters, and ϕ are the decoder parameters.
We note that we also experimented with a Bidirectional LSTM, as
proposed in [Graves and Schmidhuber 2005], yet we did not perceive
any noticeable differences in the output predictions. We suspect
this is because we consider audio features from a large window
containing both past and future frames.
Landmark stage. This stage of our network takes as input the
1560-dimensional feature vector xt per frame (same input as in
the phoneme group part), passes it through three LSTM layers and
decodes the uppermost layer memory into a sparse set of 38 2D
facial landmarks, representing the jaw, lip, and nose configuration
per frame. Ground-truth and predicted landmarks are visualized in
Figure 4. The landmarks do not aim at capturing the morphology
of a particular face, but instead approximately capture the shape of
the lips, positions of jaw and nose of an average face. We found that
predicting these visual cues are particularly useful to infer correct
visemes that reflect speech style (e.g., mumbling, screaming). In
particular, the advantage of using these visual cues is that we can
exploit audio and landmarks extracted from video available in large,
public audiovisual datasets as additional supervisory signal to train
the LSTM layers, as described in the next section.
Since phonetic groups and lower face shape are correlated, the
three LSTM layers are shared between the phoneme group and
landmark stages. Sharing representations is a common strategy
in multi-task learning [Caruana 1997], which helps generalization
when tasks are correlated. The decoder of the landmark stage is
specific to landmark predictions and has its own learned parame-
ters. It is composed of two transformations, implemented as a fully
connected layer followed by RELUs, and a second fully connected
layer that outputs landmark displacements per frame. The displace-
ments are expressed relative to landmarks representing an average
ACM Transactions on Graphics (to appear)
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lower face in neutral expression. The displacements are stored in a
76-dimensional vector qt per frame t , which simply concatenates
displacement coordinates of all the landmarks. Given the neutral
face landmarks b, the animated landmark positions can be computed
as b + qt per frame. Overall, this part of our network can be seen
as another non-linear function h that considers audio features up
to the current frame x1:t and outputs landmark displacements per
frame: qt = h(x1:t ,θ ,ω) where θ are the shared LSTM parameters,
andω are the decoder parameters of this stage.
Viseme stage. The viseme stage takes as input the produced
phoneme group representations zt (i.e., phoneme group activations
before applying softmax), landmark displacements qt , and also the
audio features xt and outputs JALI-based rig parameters and con-
trols that determine the visemes per frame. Here, we use the audio
features as additional input since phoneme groups and landmarks
might not entirely capture all speech style-related information ex-
isting in audio (for example, fast breathing due to a nervous style
of speech will not be captured in landmarks or phonemes, yet will
manifest in audio features).
The viseme stage produces the following outputs per frame t (see
also Figure 3, right):
(a) 29 continuously-valued viseme animation and co-articulation
parameters present in JALI (we refer to [Edwards et al. 2016] for
more details). The rig parameters are represented by a 29-dimensional
continuous vector vt .
(b) 29 binary random variables, represented as a vector mt , that
indicate whether each of the above viseme and co-articulation con-
trol parameters is active per frame. The underlying reason for us-
ing these binary variables is that the activations of viseme and
co-articulation rig parameters are largely sparse (Figure 1a), since at
a given frame only one viseme is dominantly active. If we train the
network to match the viseme and co-articulation parameters in the
training data, without considering these binary indicator variables,
then the predicted values of these action units are often biased to-
wards low or zero values since most of the time their corresponding
training values are zero.
(c) an output 2-dimensional vector yt representing the 2D JALI
viseme field values capturing speech style per frame t .
Given the inputs {zt , qt , xt } concatenated as a single vector, the
viseme stage uses a three-layer LSTM-based architecture to produce
the above outputs. Here, we found that using separate LSTM layers
(i.e., without shared parameters) for each output type offers the best
performance, probably due to the fact that the JALI viseme field
is designed to be independently controllable from the rest of rig
parameters [Edwards et al. 2016], and also because the continuous
rig parameter values vary widely given their activation state. Each
LSTM layer uses units with a 256-dimensional memory state. The
rig parameters vt and JALI viseme field values yt are computed
by decoding their corresponding uppermost LSTM layer memory
through two dedicated fully connected layers with a RELU non-
linearity in-between. The binary indicator variables are predicted
by decoding their corresponding uppermost LSTM layer memory,
followed by two dedicated fully connected layers with a RELU non-
linearity in-between, and finally a sigmoid function that produces
the probability of each rig parameter to be active or not. At test time,
we first predict these activation probabilities. Then we produce the
continuous values of the corresponding viseme and co-articulation
Our result
Our result
Our result
Audio-based training
Landmark-based training
Phoneme-based training
Ground truth
Ground truth
Ground truth
Fig. 5. Characteristic outputs of alternative architectures versus our method
for a frame from our test splits. (top) Comparison with using audio features
alone (“audio-based” training) (middle) Comparison with using landmarks
and audio features alone (“landmark-based” training) (bottom)Comparison
with using phoneme groups and audio features alone (“phoneme-based”
training). Ground-truth for the corresponding test frame is shown on the
right column. We refer to the video for the full clip.
rig parameters whose activation probability is above a threshold,
which we automatically set during training.
Overall, this part of our network can be seen as a set of three
non-linear functions д1,д2,д3 that considers phoneme group pre-
dictions z1:t , landmark predictions q1:t , and audio features x1:t up
to the current frame and output probabilities of rig parameter ac-
tivations P(mt ) = д1(z1:t , q1:t , x1:t , ξ 1), rig parameter values vt =
д2(z1:t , q1:t , x1:t , ξ 2), and viseme values yt = д3(z1:t , q1:t , x1:t , ξ 3),
where ξ = {ξ 1, ξ 2, ξ 3} are learned parameters of each correspond-
ing set of LSTM layer and decoder. In the following section, we
describe how all the parameters of our network are learned.
5 TRAINING
We follow a two-step, transfer learning procedure to train our net-
work. Motivated by the observation that there are large valuable
amounts of audiovisual data with text transcripts available in public
repositories, we first “pre-train” the phoneme group and landmark
stages of our network based on 15 hours of recorded audio along
with ground-truth phoneme groups and tracked facial landmarks
from video as supervisory signal. After this pre-training step, we
fine-tune the whole network jointly to accurately predict visemes
based on a smaller, painstakingly created dataset consisting of one
hour of audio with exemplar streams of JALI rig parameter values.
Below we explain our datasets and pre-processing, then we discuss
pre-training and joint training procedures. Training and test splits
are discussed in the results section.
Audiovisual dataset. This dataset contains audiovisual data from
three repositories. First, we use the GRID dataset [Cooke et al. 2006],
which contains transcripts, audio and video recordings of 1000 sen-
tences spoken by 34 speakers (18 male, 16 females) in a neutral
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style of speech with total time duration of about 14 hours. The
sentences are deliberately chosen to cover common phonemes in
English. Second, we use the SAVEE dataset [Wang 2010], which
contains transcripts, audio and video recordings of 480 sentences
spoken by 4 male speakers expressing different emotions, including
anger, disgust, fear, sadness and surprise. The total clip duration is
30 minutes. Third, we used the BIWI 3D audiovisual corpus dataset
[Fanelli et al. 2010], which contains transcripts, audio, video and
RGBD recordings of 1109 sentences spoken by 14 speakers (6 males
and 8 females) in various emotional and neutral styles of speechwith
total time duration of about 1 hour. We pre-processed the videos of
these datasets to extract facial landmarks involving lips, jaw and
nose (Figure 4, left column) through DLib [King 2009] and FaceWare
Analyzer [Faceware 2017]. The landmarks were aligned with our av-
erage face template in neutral poses and normalized to be invariant
to face location, orientation and size. Then we extracted training
landmark displacements for each frame relative to the average face.
Given the provided text transcripts in these datasets, we used the
Montreal Forced Aligner (MFA) [McAuliffe et al. 2017] to align audio
with text and extract phonemes along with corresponding phoneme
groups.
JALI-annotated dataset. An experienced animator created rigs
according to the JALI template for the BIWI dataset (total 1h of
rig motion curves with corresponding audio involving the 14 BIWI
speakers).
Pre-training. Given N audio clips with sequences of landmark
displacements qˆ1:tn (where tn is number of frames of the nth audio
clip, n = 1...N ), and corresponding phoneme groups cˆ1:tn extracted
per frame from the training audiovisual datasets, the goal of the pre-
training step is to estimate the decoder parametersϕ of the phoneme
group stage, the decoder parametersω of the landmark stage, and
the parameters θ of their shared LSTM layers. The parameters are
learned such that the predicted phoneme groups match the training
ones as much as possible, the predicted landmark coordinates are
as close as possible to the training ones, and also the predicted
landmarks do not change over time abruptly. The goals can be
expressed with a combination of a classification loss Lc (θ ,ϕ) for
phoneme groups, a regression loss Lq (θ ,ω) for landmarks, and
another loss L′q (θ ,ω) that promotes smoothness in the predicted
landmarkmovement. This combination is expressed as the following
multi-task loss:
L1(θ ,ϕ,ω) = wc Lc (θ ,ϕ) +wqLq (θ ,ω) +w ′qL′q (θ ,ω) (1)
where weights of the three losses are set as wc = 0.75, wq = 0.25,
w ′q = 0.1 in all our experiments, computed via hold-out validation.
The classification loss Lc (θ ,ϕ) favors parameters that maximize
the probability of the training phoneme groups, or equivalently
minimize their negative log-probability. It can be expressed as the
popular cross-entropy multi-class loss:
Lc (θ ,ϕ) = − 1
N
N∑
n=1
(
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
log P(Ct = cˆt )
)
(2)
The regression loss Lq (θ ,ω) is expressed as the absolute differences
(i.e., L1-norm loss) between the training and predicted landmark
coordinates (their total number isM = 76 coordinates from 38 2D
landmarks):
Lq (θ ,ω) = 1
N
1
M
N∑
n=1
(
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
| |qt − qˆt | |1
)
(3)
The smoothness loss L′q (θ ,ω) penalizes large absolute values of
landmark motion derivatives with respect to time:
L′q (θ ,ω) =
1
N
1
M
N∑
n=1
(
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
| | Ûqt | |1
)
(4)
where Ûqt represents the derivative of the predicted landmark dis-
placements over time. The derivative is computed through central
finite differences in our implementation.
Minimizing the above multi-task loss function is done through
batch gradient descent with batch size 256, learning rate 0.00001,
momentum set to 0.9, over 2M iterations.
Joint training. For joint training, we initialize the parameters
θ ,ϕ,ω of the phoneme group and landmark stages to their pre-
trained values, which are already expected to be close to a desired
local minimum. Then we estimate all the parameters of the whole
network jointly, including the parameters ξ = {ξ 1, ξ 2, ξ 3} of the
viseme prediction branch, such that based on the JALI-annotated
dataset, we satisfy the above goals: (a) the predicted viseme and
co-articulation parameter activations match the ground-truth ones
through a binary classifications loss La (ξ 1), (b) the predicted viseme
and co-articulation parameters are as close as possible to the ground-
truth ones when these units are active through a regression loss
Lv (ξ 2) modified to consider these activations, (c) the predicted 2D
JALI viseme field values are also as close as possible to the ground-
truth ones through a regression loss Lj (ξ 3), (d) the rig parameters
and JALI field values do not change abruptly over time through two
smoothness losses L′v (ξ 2) and L′j (ξ 3), and finally (e) the predicted
phoneme groups and landmarks remain close to the ground-truth
ones (as done in the pre-training step). This goal can be expressed
again as a multi-task loss:
L2(θ ,ϕ,ω, ξ ) = L1(θ ,ϕ,ω) +waLa (ξ 1) +wvLv (ξ 2)
+w jLj (ξ 3) +w ′vL′v (ξ 2) +w ′jL′j (ξ 3) (5)
where L1(θ ,ϕ,ω) is the loss of Eq. 1 (same as pre-training, but
now evaluated in the JALI-annotated dataset). The loss weights
are set in all our experiments via hold-out validation as follows:
wa = 0.1,wv = 0.2,w j = 0.2,w ′v = 0.15, and w ′j = 0.15. Note that
this loss function is not decomposable because the predictions (and
in turn, the losses) associated with the viseme branch depend on the
predicted phonemes and landmarks of the other two stages during
training. Below we describe the individual loss functions in detail.
The loss function La (ξ 1) penalizes disagreements between pre-
dicted parameter activations mt and ground-truth parameter acti-
vations mˆt for each training frame t . Since multiple rig parameters
can be active at a given time, this loss function attempts to maxi-
mize the probability of correct, individual activations per parameter
(or equivalently minimize their negative log-probability). It can be
expressed as a sum of A = 29 binary cross-entropy losses, one per
rig parameter:
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La (ξ 1) = −
1
N
1
A
N∑
n=1
N∑
a=1
(
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
[mˆa,t = 1] log P(ma,t = 1)
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
[mˆa,t = 0] log P(ma,t = 0)
)
(6)
where [mˆa,t = 1], [mˆa,t = 0] are binary functions indicatingwhether
the rig parameter a is active or not at frame t .
The loss function Lv (ξ 2) measures absolute differences between
the training values vˆa,t and predicted values va,t of each viseme
and co-articulation rig parameter a when these are active according
to the ground-truth binary activity indicator functions:
Lv (ξ 2) =
1
N
1
A
N∑
n=1
A∑
a=1
(
1
tn,a
tn∑
t=1
[mˆa,t = 1] · |va,t − vˆa,t |
)
(7)
where tn,a is the number of frames where the rig parameter a is
active per clip n in the ground-truth (i.e., tn,a =
∑
t [mˆa,t = 1]) An
alternative approach would be to evaluate rig parameter differences
when these are inactive (i.e., pushing the predictions towards 0 in
these cases). However, we found that this degrades the prediction
quality of the rig parameters because the network over-focuses on
making correct predictions in periods where visemes are inactive.
The smoothness loss L′v (ξ 2) penalizes large derivatives of predicted
viseme and co-articulation parameters over time:
L′v (ξ 2) =
1
N
1
A
N∑
n=1
A∑
a=1
(
1
tn,a
tn∑
t=1
[mˆa,t = 1] · | Ûva,t |
)
(8)
Finally, the loss function Lj (ξ 3) measures absolute differences be-
tween the training values yˆt and predicted values yt of the 2D JALI
viseme field, while L′j (ξ 3) penalizes large changes in the viseme
field values over time:
Lj (ξ 3) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
| |yt − yˆt | |1
)
(9)
L′j (ξ 3) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
1
tn
tn∑
t=1
| | Ûyt | |1
)
(10)
Minimizing the above multi-task loss function is done through
batch gradient descentwithwith batch size 256, learning rate 0.00001,
momentum set to 0.9, over 200K iterations.
Thresholding activation probabilities and hold-out validation. In
the training stage, we also compute a threshold thra for each rig
parameter a that determines when to activate it based on the rig
control activation probability produced by our network, i.e., check
P(ma,t > thra ). One potential choice could be to simply set thra =
0.5. Yet, we found that optimizing the threshold per rig parameter
through a dense grid search in a small hold-out validation dataset
(10% our training dataset clips are used for hold-out validation)
and selecting the value yielding the best precision and recall in rig
activations in that dataset offered better performance. The same
hold-out validation set and procedure are used to set the weights of
the loss terms in Equations 1 and 5.
Implementation and running times. Our network is implemented
in Tensorflow. Pre-training takes 30h and joint training takes 15h in
our training datasets measured on a TitanX GPU. At test time, audio
feature extraction and network inference (forward propagation) is
performed at 100 FPS (10ms per frame) with a lag of 120 ms relative
to the current frame (see Section 4, phoneme branch paragraph). Our
code for training and testing the network, trained models, datasets,
and results are available on our project web page. 1
6 EVALUATION
We evaluated our method and alternatives both quantitatively and
qualitatively. In this section, we primarily focus on quantitative
evaluation. We refer the reader to the video for qualitative results
and comparisons.
Methodology. We focused on the BIWI 3D audiovisual dataset to
validate our method and alternatives. As mentioned in the previous
section, exemplar JALI-based motion curves were provided by an
artist for the whole dataset, thus we can compare predicted rig
parameters to ground-truth. In addition, each of the 14 speakers
of the BIWI dataset speaks the same sentence in both neutral and
expressive styles, conveying emotions such as anger, sadness, fear,
nervousness, and excitement. Thus, we can compare our method
and alternatives on how well they handle different styles of speech.
Because this JALI-annotated dataset has only 14 speakers, we
perform the evaluation through a leave-one-out approach: for each
of the 14 BIWI speakers, we perform pre-training on our audiovisual
dataset (including GRID, SAVEE, and BIWI but excluding that BIWI
speaker), and then perform joint training on the JALI-annotated
BIWI dataset using the other 13 speakers. As a result, we form
14 training and test splits, where the test splits always involve a
speaker not observed during training. Since we aim at learning a
speaker-independent, generic model, we believe that this is a more
compelling and practically useful generalization scenario, compared
to training and testing on the same speaker.
Quantitative evaluation measures. The first evaluation measure
we use is the rig parameter activation precision, which measures how
often we activate the right viseme and co-articulation rig parameters
based on the ground-truth. Specifically, given a binary variable mˆa,t
indicating whether the rig parameter a is activated or not at frame t
in the ground-truth, and given our predicted binary variablema,t for
that parameter and frame, the precision is calculated as the number
of times we correctly predict activations for the rig parameters (i.e.,∑
a,t [mˆa,t = 1&ma,t = 1], or in other words, the number of true
positives) normalized by the total number of predicted activations
(i.e.,
∑
a,t [ma,t = 1]). We also evaluate the rig parameter activation
recall, which measures out of all the ground-truth rig parameter
activations, what fraction of them we predict correctly. The recall is
calculated as the number of times we correctly predict activations
for the rig parameters (again, number of true positives) divided by
the total number of ground-truth activations
∑
a,t [mˆa,t = 1]. In the
ideal scenario, precision and recall should be both 100%.
We also measure themotion curve differences, which evaluates the
absolute differences of our predicted rig parameter values (viseme,
co-articulation, and JALI field parameters) compared to their ground-
truth values averaged over the test frames where the corresponding
1http://people.umass.edu/~yangzhou/visemenet
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Table 1. Precision and recall for activation of rig controls for our full method
and degraded versions of it for neutral and expressive speech styles, averaged
over all test splits (higher precision and recall are better). We also report the
average standard deviation (SD) of precision and recall for each variant.
neutral expressive
precision recall SD precision recall SD
(%) (%) (%) (%)
full method 89.5 92.2 1.9 90.1 92.3 2.2
landmark-based 73.6 82.0 5.1 74.4 82.7 4.9
phoneme-based 87.8 91.5 1.8 88.2 91.6 2.0
audio-based 68.7 81.3 5.2 69.3 82.2 4.9
no transfer learning 85.8 89.5 2.3 86.1 89.6 2.2
no shared weights (LP) 88.5 91.5 1.0 88.8 91.6 1.9
shared weights (V) 89.0 91.9 1.7 89.3 91.9 1.9
ASR-based 87.6 89.2 1.6 88.4 89.8 1.4
GRU-based 87.4 91.2 2.1 87.8 91.1 2.3
sliding window-based 78.1 77.8 1.5 78.6 78.2 1.5
Table 2. Percentage difference of motion curves (including viseme, co-
articulation, and JALI field parameters) for our method and degraded ver-
sions of our architecture for neutral and expressive styles of speech, averaged
over all test splits (lower difference is better). We also report the standard
deviation (SD) of the percentage differences for each variant.
neutral expressive
motion curve SD motion curve SD
differences (%) differences (%)
full method 7.8 0.8 7.6 0.9
landmark-based 13.6 1.8 13.2 1.5
phoneme-based 9.0 0.7 8.8 0.7
audio-based 14.5 1.8 14.2 1.6
no transfer learning 9.7 0.9 9.6 0.8
no shared weights (LP) 8.8 0.6 8.7 0.7
shared weights (V) 9.5 0.7 9.2 0.7
ASR-based 9.1 0.6 8.8 0.6
GRU-based 9.1 0.7 9.0 0.8
sliding window-based 15.4 0.3 15.2 0.4
rig parameters are active either in the ground-truth or in the predic-
tions. We note that we do not consider inactive parameters in the
evaluation of motion curve differences because the motion curves
are very sparse; zero-values would dominate the measure otherwise.
Since all the rig parameters are normalized between [0, 1] during
training and testing, these differences can be treated as percentages.
Quantitative Comparisons. We compare our network with the
following alternative architectures: (a) landmark-based: we elimi-
nate the phoneme group stage of our network i.e., visemes are pre-
dicted based on landmarks and audio features only, (b) phoneme-
based:we eliminate the landmark stage of our network i.e., visemes
are predicted based on phoneme groups and audio features only, (c)
audio-based: we eliminate both the landmark and phoneme group
stages i.e., visemes are predicted directly from audio features alone,
which also implies that there is no pre-training since no training
phoneme groups or landmarks can be used in this condition (d) no
transfer learning: we keep all the stages of our network, yet we
train only on the JALI-annotated BIWI training split and not on the
rest of the audiovidual datasets, (e) no shared weights (LP): we
disable weight sharing between the landmark and phoneme stages
i.e., the LSTM layers of these two stages have independent parame-
ters in this variant, (f) shared weights (V):we force weight sharing
between the layers of the three LSTM modules used for predicting
rig control activations, viseme/co-articulation parameters, and JALI
parameters in the viseme stage (this is in contrast to our proposed
architecture that uses LSTMs without shared weights in this stage).
(g) ASR-based: instead of using our phoneme group prediction
part, we pass the input audio through the popular Google Cloud
automatic speech recognition engine [Google 2017] to extract text,
then extract phonemes based on the MFA forced aligner [McAuliffe
et al. 2017], form the phoneme groups of Figure 2, encode them into
a binary vector with 1s corresponding to present phoneme groups
and 0s for the non-present ones per frame, and pass this vector to
our viseme branch (instead of our phoneme group representations).
This alternative architecture tests the condition where phonemes are
acquired automatically in separate stages through existing off-the-
shelf tools, (h) GRU-based: we use Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs)
[Cho et al. 2014] instead of LSTMs as memory modules, (i) sliding
window-based: instead of using LSTMs in our three stages, we ex-
perimented with the memory-less neural network modules based on
three fully connected hidden layers operating on sliding windows,
as proposed in [Taylor et al. 2017]. We note that we further benefited
this approach by using the same type of inputs in each stage (i.e.,
the viseme stage receives audio, landmarks, and phonemes as input
instead of using phonemes alone as done in [Taylor et al. 2017]) and
also using the same pre-training and transfer learning procedure as
in our approach (without these enhancements, the performance was
worse). We also increased the number of hidden nodes per layer so
that the number of learnable parameters is comparable to the one
in our architecture (using the original number of hidden nodes also
resulted in worse performance).
We trained these alternative architectures based on the same cor-
responding loss functions in the same training sets as our method,
performed the same hyper-parameter tuning procedure as in our
method, and evaluated them in the same test splits. Table 1 and
Table 2 report the abovementioned evaluation measures for our
method and the alternatives for neutral and expressive styles of
speech. Our full method offers the best performance in terms of all
evaluation measures and different styles of speech. Based on the
results, if one attempts to skip our intermediate phoneme group and
landmark stages, and predict visemes from audio features directly
(“audio-based” condition), then the performance degrades a lot (see
also accompanying video and Figure 5 for qualitative comparisons).
Skipping the phoneme group stage (“landmark-based” condition)
also results in a large performance drop, which indicates that rec-
ognizing phoneme groups is crucial for predicting correct visemes,
as the psycho-linguistic literature indicates. Skipping landmarks
(“phoneme-based” condition) also results in a noticeable drop in
performance for both neutral and expressive styles of speech. Using
off-the-shelf tools for viseme recognition (“ASR-based” condition)
also results in worse performance than our approach. Note also
that this ASR-based approach is language-dependent and requires
an input language-based phoneme model specification, while our
approach is language-agnostic since our phoneme groups are based
on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Furthermore, we
observed that transfer learning and weight sharing in the landmark
and phoneme stages improve performance. Using GRUs results
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in worse performance compared to LSTMs. Finally, replacing the
LSTMs with fully connected network modules operating on sliding
windows causes a large drop in performance.
Qualitative comparisons. Our video shows facial animation re-
sults produced by our method and degraded versions of our architec-
ture as well as comparisons with previous works [Karras et al. 2017],
[Suwajanakorn et al. 2017], and [Taylor et al. 2017]. Quantitative
comparisons with these previous works are not possible because
their used test rigs are not FACS-enabled, and their implementation
is not publicly available. In contrast to our approach, none of these
previous methods produce editable, animator-centric viseme curves
or facial action units. We also demonstrate generalization to speech
animation involving different languages.
7 CONCLUSION
We presented an animator-centric, deep learning approach that
maps audio to speech motion curves. There are various avenues for
future work. Our implementation currently uses hand-engineered
audio features. Replacing them with learned features, similarly to
what is done in image and shape processing pipelines, could help
improving performance. Another interesting extension would be
to incorporate a discriminator network that would attempt to infer
the quality of the generated animations, and use its predictions to
boost the performance of our viseme generator network, as done
in cGAN-based approaches [Isola et al. 2016] for image and shape
synthesis. Finally, our method is able to drive only the lower part
of the face. Learning to control the upper face e.g., eyes, without
explicit supervisory signals would also be a fruitful direction.
The marriage between animator-centric techniques and deep-
learning has the potential to fundamentally alter current facial ani-
mation practice in film and game studios, leaving animators free to
focus on the creative and nuanced aspects of character expression.
We believe our solution is a significant step in this direction.
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